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It is that time again...informing of how our pupils are achieving within the Formal 
Curriculum, time certainly flies at the Clare School!  

Pupils Numeracy skills continue to develop under the professional guidance of Mr 
Hayman, who ensures that he offers pupils bespoke learning through personalised 
learning. 
“Key stage 4 students continued to work hard on their entry level coursework. Our work 
during the half term after Christmas focussed on calculations. Students added and 
subtracted 2 and 3 digit numbers, divided 2 and 3 digit numbers by one digit numbers and 
multiplied one digit numbers by 1, 2 and 3 digit numbers in real life situations. They also 
ordered and partitioned numbers up to 10,000. 
Key stage 3 students worked on individual programmes of study. Our broad topics were 
calculations, patterns in shape and number and money”. 

Our budding scientists continue to ‘digest’ a variety of ‘fruitful’ activities... 
“In key stage 4, we continued to learn about the function and structure of the circulatory, 
digestive and nervous systems and factors affecting our health. 
In key stage 3 we found out about the Earth, Moon and Solar System. We found out about 
day and night, phases of the moon and researched the planets of the Solar System”. 

Mrs Ellis enthusiastically reports on the amazing learning taking place within her subject. 
“Key Stage 3 continue to work extremely hard on the development of their literacy and 
speaking and listening skills. All have made good progress but some have made 
particularly significant progress with their reading and their independent writing skills. I 
would like to include KS2 in this report as I have been quite overwhelmed by the progress 
that has been made in writing; Miss Henman and her team have clearly been working very 
hard to support Form LH.  Sentences have been orally created and typed with fantastic 
use of phonological skills for spelling and automatic inclusion of spaces. Brilliant! 
KS4 are in the throes of filming scenes from Macbeth. The acting has been amazing and 
has demonstrated the true depth of their understanding of the events and characters. This 
will form part of their evidence for their coursework. 
FE- several have been very busy completing coursework for the 'Exploring events and 
characters in Audio/Visual Texts' unit. This is a very demanding unit and we have several 
students who are working at Entry Level 3 which requires the production of coursework 
with evidence of a considerable depth of insight. It is also a very challenging unit for those 
who are working at Entry Level 2 so praise is needed all round. Emma and I are extremely 
proud of them all. All the work will be completed and marked by next week ready for 
internal moderation and then submission to the exam board after the Easter holidays. 
Phew! Then we can all relax before embarking on the next unit”. 

Mrs Striven’s has certainly been keeping our pupils busy, providing an array of practical 
opportunities and experiences to develop their learning and understanding. 
“This Spring 1 KS3 have been learning about 'Celebrations'. Reflecting on our own 
personal celebrations and then learning about 'Chinese New Year' celebrations.  
The highlight was at the end of the half term when we had a carousel of activities, 
including painting, trying Chinese food, making Chinese Paper Dragons. We had a 
fantastic workshop in the school hall after this session. It was a multicultural dance 
workshop which reflected the practices of celebration and festival at Chinese New Year. 
We experienced what it was like was to go under a traditional Chinese festival dragon and 
paraded around the hall to the beat of loud drumming. You can see what we did on a 
display outside our Humanities room.  
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KS4 have been learning about both 'Religious Charities' and 'Community Action' as apart 
of our entry level coursework.  
We have been looking at charities that are local to us and the work that they do. Through 
ASDAN modules we have spoken about issues in Norwich such as 'Homelessness' and 
'Poverty'.  
We invited 'Herbie' the Pat dog in to understand what it might feel like to own a dog for 
companionship when homeless. This week we have special visitors joining us. Lauren 
Versfeld's parents are joining us to talk about their work for the Salvation Army. This will 
contribute towards our Entry Level Coursework this half term.  

The FE department are certainly very resourceful with their fund raising, Mrs Sutherland 
reports on their latest venture. 
“Form AG continue their successful staff lunch making project switching their menu from 
soup and roll to jacket potatoes with a variety of toppings and salad. The project has 
raised over £500 so far to pay for new equipment for the Flat and Life Skills. We are 
averaging around 40 customers per week”. 

Miss Kemp continues to inspire pupils creativity, providing some fabulous examples of the 
pupil’s work. 
“Pupils have been learning the difference between tradition and contemporary works of art 
as well as what inspired artists such as Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque to change 
their style of working.  

Pupils then considered the key elements of cubist work before focusing their learning on 
cubist portraits. Pupils have been working on creating both 2D and 3D cubist portraits 
which consider, colour, placement, shape, form and perspective”. 
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There is and has been an assortment of amazing musical experiences on offer from Mrs 
Ashby. 
“KS 3 groups have been learning about Chinese and Indian music. In the Chinese topic 
we learned about the New Year and dragon dancing. We watched various examples. We 
created Chinese music using the pentatonic scale. In the Indian topic we have been 
watching clips of singing and dancing from Bollywood films. We have used LaunchPad an 
app for ipads to create music using ideas from Traditional Indian music, which are a drone, 
drums and a melody. We have just started adding music and sound effects to a story – My 
Mother’s Sari by Nina Sabnani. These two groups are excellent in music they have 
enthusiasm, good ideas and play ipads and other instruments really well. 
KS 4 have been working with Paul Weston from Laboratory Media Education.  I applied for 
a Bespoke Project Grant from the music hub. I received £1000. This has paid for Paul to 
come into the KS 4 2-hour lesson for the whole of the Spring Term. The first half term we 
explored various apps and digital musical instruments such as Leap Motion. (A small box 
connected to a computer screen. As you move your hand over the box it plays various 
sounds and you can see on the screen where your fingers are and which sound you are 
playing.) 
The second half term we have been adding music and sound effects to a short clip from 
Harry Potter – Harry and Ron in the Ford Anglia using ipad apps. 
KS 2 group – have been working on Chinese music in the first half term. In the second half 
term we have been working on a science and music topic and singing Mother’s Day songs 
ready for the church service on Monday 27th March. 
A group of KS 3 and 4 pupils are going to see Mama Mia at the Theatre Royal on 21st 
March. 
All of the secondary classes have been working on the production Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory throughout the term. This is going to be performed on Thursday 23rd 
March in the morning and Friday 24th March in the afternoon. The signing choir are signing 
the song Pure Imagination. This has been organised by David Bloomfield, Rachel Howard 
and Lauren Rackham”. 

My class had a busy start to the new year starting with a visit to the Theatre Royal to see 
the pantomime ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’. Our next experience was an ‘Animal Workshop’. 
We were informed of the animals that would be visiting: a Madagascan hissing cockroach, 
a Tanzanian red-legged millipede, a giant African land snail, a New Guinea giant spiny 
stick insect, a guinea pig and a snake. Pupils prepared questions to ask the animal 
handler on the day and this event was funded by themselves through selling their crafts at 
the Easter and Christmas Fayres. 
After handling the smaller animals in class we embarked on a visit to Banham Zoo to 
experience the larger species. I videoed the pupils, who were extremely excited and 
enthusiastic, especially with taking photographs and recalling animal facts. 
Within the classroom environment our outstanding team of adults continue to support 
pupils day to day learning. We focus highly on pupils Literacy, Numeracy, Science, 
Personal, Social and Health Education skills. All of their hard work of repetition is really 
paying off and we are all extremely proud of the pupils learning and development in their 
questioning skills, recalling facts, number activities and independence. The peer 
interaction that is witnessed is heartwarming, pupils spontaneously encourage, support 
and praise each other continuously. 
This half term our animal theme has continued with learning about Dinosaurs, we are 
looking forward to visiting the Dinosaur Park on Friday. We have also been busy planting 
and will be selling some of these on our stall at the Easter Fayre. 
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